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The odd part is I was able to extract the content of the CAB files to a floppy -
but they are encrypted and I could not decrypt them. So I tried to find a
solution to this online. It took some of the problem away, but I had to do

something else to get a working copy of the Yamaha S-YXG50 version. This is
the result I got so far. I haven't got around to using the XP registry the

Yamaha S-YXG50 VSTi driver needs to be installed. This is the best I have
done so far... but you never know when you will need to upload it again. The
interesting part of it was at that time I had copy of XP Home edition in which

of course all the updates are installed. So, if you have a copy of XP Home your
Yamaha S-YXG50 VSTi installation will work with no problems and you don't
have to install the updated Windows registry as well! While I was making the
above floppy image I messed up the XP installation and was having this same
problem. Luckily, I had a copy of XP Pro installed and it worked fine. While I
was making this image I also made some change to the 256Kb Yamaha S-

YXG50 waveRom (VSTi) with compressed data - and changed the compressed
data if the waveRom file is 100%. In the uncompressed waveRom it shows the

decompressed size to be 448000 bytes or exactly the amount shown in the
WinXP Display Data. But I changed it to 128000, which will only decompress
and write into the waveRom exactly 128Kb of the stored data. That way the
actual size of the waveRom is 256Kb. I had to change the compression code
of the waveRom because it would only decompress the compressed part of
the waveRom. I have also tested the waveRom waveForm and the random

info bytes by making the waveRom copy to the hard-drive and it looks OK. So,
now let's get on to installing the Yamaha S-YXG50 VSTi driver for Windows XP.
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--config-string=str
configure timidity++
with str. the free sf2

v2 vst plugin also
offers a midi channel

selector and midi
automation & learn.
and the two yamaha
vst instruments, s-

yxg50 and s-
yxg2006le. sitala free
vst plugin (midi drum

pad, free drum
sampler) sitala is a

free vst.. fixed audio
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unit validation issue
on osx

mavericks/logic pro
x. a negative.

windows vst midi
driver installer with

yamaha s-yxg50 soft
synthesizer. the vl1

is no longer the
"best". we all know
that now. to those
who bought the vl1

back in the day, good
for you. that was a

time when the
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market was flooded
with "only-the-best"
entries. the newer
yamaha lines are

great, and the vl7 is
awesome, but the vl1
is the only piano that

i recommend to
anyone with an

acoustic. and not just
because it is "all

acoustic". now the
only criticism i have
is about the weight.
the vl1 has a nice
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small size and the
weight is the only
thing i don't like

about it. i still prefer
my roland vl1, but i
think it is the best
commercial "entry
level" piano in the

world. [yes, it can be
played with a

keyboard! - ed.] if i
had the money, i

would have bought
the vl1 back when it
first came out, but i
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lucked out. i like my
vl7, but i've taken a
lot of sticks out of it.

but since it is a
synthesizer and i

want to play guitar
and keys at the same

time, i have a solid
core vl7 that is being
used. right now, that
is the only yamaha i

recommend to a
buyer. 5ec8ef588b
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